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36?
ABOUT “SO WHAT?”
If MGMT and Tame Impala Threw a Party
It Would Feel Like This
• 36? are at the door rapping the drums of “so what?” for
an introduction. Richly arranged guitars and synths follow
breaking beyond the bedroom rock origins of 36?. But the
lyrical introspection remains – vocals echo out from a cave
of self doubt carved within the celebration. By the time you
notice while spinning an upbeat indie mix, you might say
“so what?” That’s the start of a conversation 36? would
love to have.
Front-man and 36? Songwriter Taylor Cochrane
on “so what?”
“so what?” is about when being out with all of your friends
can’t stop you from feeling alone. When you’re so down on
yourself that it feels disingenuous to even engage with the
people who are close with you. I don’t think this song is really
about a particular moment so much as it is about a general
feeling of disassociating isolation we might get at moments
when we are supposed to be having a good time but we are
not. I think the natural reaction when you are feeling super
depressed is to overcompensate with faux-positive energy
and pretend everything is super happy which is what we did
with the arrangement. “so what?” is like when someone tells
a funny joke about how they hate themselves. You laugh, but
you also know they are serious.

36? makes pop-punk-neo-jazz-fusion soul music from heaven and
hell. 36? makes ballroom Dancing music for the disco. 36? makes
stupid idiotic music for dogs and fish. 36? makes music that makes
you cry and then stabs you in the back. 36? makes music that gives
you the finger after buying you ice cream.
36? makes music that comes from the heart even when the heart feels
nothing. 36? makes whatever feels right at the time. For years 36?
have ruled Calgary’s local scene with a whimsical fist: placing third
in the 2014 Peak Performance Project, and winning rock recording of
the year at the 2015 Western Canadian Music Awards for their last full
length “where do we go from here”, which the Calgary Herald uhhh
heralded as “(not) just the best Calgary album of the year, it’s the
album of the year, period.” They rode this momentum through 2015
to NXNE, and across the pond to the UK’s Great Escape and Liverpool
Sound City Music festivals. Another 12 songs came out across the
Tiger Tail EP and their half of a split release with The Ashley Hundred,
but there’s been no new music from the once prolific band since 2015.
That’s all about to change.
“so what?” their first release on Vancouver’s File Under: Music is
the lead off for a new batch of songs to be released through 2019.
Recorded with Graham Lassard (Stars, Timbre Timbre, Plants and
Animals) at the Banff Centre for Arts the production is a revelation
as to what can be accomplished when the prolific DIY output of 36?
is given the time and attention to be crafted and polished into a
multifaceted musical gem.
Marketing Drivers:
•

“so what?”’s November 2 release will be supported by
a publicity campaign with Auteur Media focused on User
Generated Playlists.

•

$1000 PPC campaign driving album art animatic video
awareness on Instagram, Facebook, and Youtube.

•

Full album release of “Milk Moutain” TBD in early 2019, “so
what?” will be the first broad push of 36? to market as they’ve
gone from independent to signing to File Under: Music.
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36? LYRICS
1. so what?
I don’t know
how this will unfold...
who we are...
God I’m just so stoned
I’m alone.
At least... I think so.
At the bar
I feel like a drone
I’m so cold,
but it’s not a product of
where we are.
You just can’t stay warm in a catacomb.
I’m just a big black hole.
I better sort myself out.
I’m just a stain on the world.
I better kick myself out.
I better just get lost.
So what?
Cut me out.
I’m a loss.
I’m a loss,
but it’s not a product of
where we are.
I’m just a family campfire in a rainstorm...
a sweet tooth looking for a honeycomb...
a restless sleeper who cant leave the bedroom...
just a big black hole.
I better sort myself out.
I’m just a stain on the world.
I better kick myself out.
I better just shut up.
So what?

